
XRP Web3 Identity

https://xrpdomains.xyz

The decentralized way to build your online presence 
with XRP Web3 Domains 



Self-sovereign

TRADITIONAL ACCOUNTS IN WEB2

In Web 2.0, application delivery, cloud 

services and platform are governed and 

operated by centralized authorities. 

Users use different accounts in different 

apps, and your data is distributed in 

various data containers.



Self-sovereign

WEB3 DOMAIN IS A SELF-SOVEREIGN 

DATA CONTAINER

XRP domain is a decentralized data 

container that allows users to retain 

complete control and ownership over 

their information. It uses decentralized 

technologies , and allows users to 

access it through their XRP account in 

various applications.

Web3ID



WHOA!
REPLACE A CRYPTO ADDRESS WITH A 

DOMAIN NAME

rLhi87aSCyNW88tW4632yLiwinb
ghFZNue

kate.xrp
🌞🌞🌞.xrp



WHOA!
ONE-TIME REGISTRATION FEE, NO 

RENEWAL FEES

XRP domains are permanent assets that are 

not rented. Once a domain is purchased, it 

remains yours forever, and no one can 

demand renewal fees. Similar to 

cryptocurrencies, XRP domains can be stored 

in a personal wallet, and only the owner of 

the domain has full control over it.



BUILD THE WEBSITE 
Many decentralized apps are 
support on XRP domains, 
making it easier to 
implement and use them

SECURITY
Sending money to the .xrp 
domain is just as secure as 
sending to a regular address.

YOU OWN YOUR DOMAINS
You do not rent the domains you buy it 

only one time and you own it forever 
with no renewal fees.

SDK INTEGRATION
Integrate .xrp domains into 
other projects to make your 
wallets, dapps, and apps 
more friendly.

YOUR FULL CONTROL
Web3 Domain is an XLS-20 
(NFT). Your domains are 
securely stored in your wallet 
and only you can manage 
and move them.



Great features

Easily set your picture as 
your NFT Avatar.

YOUR NFT AVATAR
Attach publicly visible profile 

information

PUBLIC PROFILE
Create unlimited subdomains like 

welcome.yourname.xrp. 

SUB DOMAINS

NFT gallery, where you can display 
your NFT collections..

NFT GALLERIES
Store a variety of custom 
data records that can be 

expanded later.

CUSTOM DATA TRANSFER DOMAINS
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Transfer .xrp domains 
between domains or 

addresses  easily.
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“ONE-TIME 
REGISTRATION FEE, NO 

RENEWAL FEES”



Great features
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Register with 3000+ emojis + 
any characters you like 

Emoji Domains
Store many wallet 

addresses

Multi Wallet address
Chrome, Firefox extension allows 

easy integration of your name 
with Web3 platform.

Browser extension

SDK integrates with third-party 
platforms

SDK & API
With cross-chain ability, it 

supports cross-chain between 
EVM chains.

Cross-chain Top-Level-Domains
Empower communities to better 
engage and grow its users with 

custom domain names. 



Key of .xrp 
domains

No best domains reserved

A member of XRP community, ready to support.

Lower price: 10$/domains

Support emoji in domains: 🌖🌗⭐️🌞.xrp

No Gas Fee, Fast Speed

Many add-ons attached

Partner with All XRPL Projects & grow together



https://xrpdomains.xyz

“Get your favorite XRP 
domains & create your 
web3 identity profile”



https://xrpdomains.xyz

“ONE-TIME 
REGISTRATION FEE, NO 

RENEWAL FEES”



THANKS!

Website: https://xrpdomains.xyz

Twitter: https://twitter.com/XRPDomain

Github: https://github.com/XRPDomains

https://trxdomains.xyz/
https://github.com/XRPDomains

